
 

 

E-Mail Systems – Six Steps to a Solid Foundation 

 

   

When we ask clients to rank their technology products in order of importance we often 

find E-Mail as one of the highest ranked.  This is no great surprise given the amount of 

commerce being conducted by what is arguably the simplest, but most vital, tool we have 

for business. 

  

Managing the E-Mail platform, however, is not without its challenges.  Companies often 

under-fund this technology, don’t provide requisite “care and feeding”, and fail to make 

and enforce key decisions on how the E-Mail system will (and won’t be used). 

 

The result of this inattention can range from nagging complaints from employees up to 

complete system failure.  Having seen more high-profile disasters than we would like, we 

offer these six steps for success in the acquisition and management of your E-Mail 

platform.  

 

1. Choose the Right Product  

 

The choice today for business E-Mail systems, with minor exceptions, is going to 

come down to two products: Microsoft Exchange and Google gMail.  While 

Google’s enterprise-class product has gained a foothold in the business market 

over the last couple of years, Microsoft’s Exchange still commands a 

preponderance of market share.  While Novell GroupWise and IBM Lotus / 

Domino are (were) great products in their own right, we don’t see often see them 

evaluated as replacement systems.
1
 

 

Selection of a new E-Mail platform for your company should be made through 

careful research as the best choice can have a dramatic impact on both employee 

productivity and overall cost.  A big driver for many organizations needing an 

upgrade to their aging E-Mail system is cost reduction given that several 

alternatives are now available that can significantly reduce cost while providing 

requisite functionality.  

 

In addition to cost, other deciding factors can be the deployment options available 

(e.g. Cloud or on-premise), integration with existing systems, and needs for 

advanced functionality (e.g. archiving). 

 

                                                           
1
 OnCourse Technology Group, LLC maintains a strict policy of vendor independence.  We do not profit 

from the sale of any particular technology or service.  We will occasionally mention specific vendors who 

we see as leaders in their markets that our clients may want to consider when evaluating technology 

providers.  
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2. Choose a Suitable Deployment Model 

 

The single largest change in the E-Mail environment over the last few years is the 

growth in choices of deployment models.  Traditionally, companies would buy 

servers and software, construct an “on-premise” E-Mail system, and fully manage 

the solution themselves. 

 

Given the complexity in managing these systems, many firms struggled with 

providing the needed skills and close monitoring needed to ensure the system 

would work reliably and efficiently.  This led to E-Mail being one of the first 

widely available Cloud applications.   

 

Microsoft Exchange and Google gMail have taken very different approaches in 

the hosting models provided. Microsoft gives you the choice of installing and 

managing your own E-Mail system or simply paying per-month for a Cloud-based 

arrangement available from a wide selection of providers.  Google gMail is a 

Cloud-only product available only from Google. 

 

While some organizations will find it desirable to own and manage their 

individual E-Mail systems as was traditionally done, we see many (particularly 

those companies with less than a couple hundred E-Mail users) moving 

completely to Cloud-based solutions due to the greater reliability, reduced 

management effort, and lower cost. 

 

3. Have a Solid Backup and Recovery Plan 

 

If you continue to maintain an on-premise E-Mail solution, careful planning must 

be conducted on how data backups will be made of the system and how recovery 

will be executed in the event of system failure. 

 

A wide-range of technology products exist that, if properly implemented and 

managed, can result in near 100% availability of your on-premise E-Mail system.  

However, these come at a significant cost.  Your planning should take into 

account not only the more common failures such as loss of individual disk drives 

and servers but also complete loss of Data Center facilities.  

 

Most Cloud providers of E-Mail provide a much higher level of fault-tolerance 

than can cost effectively be provided for an individual, on-premise solution.  

However, the Cloud provider’s architecture and operating practices should be 

carefully evaluated as well.   
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For more information on building a reliable backup and recovery process see our 

previously published article on this topic titled “It’s 10:00 PM Do You Know 

Where Your Backups Are?” in the “Articles” section at www.OnCourseGroup.net. 

 

4. Have a plan for Handling Storage “Sprawl” 

 

E-Mail systems weren’t designed as long-term records management systems but 

that’s exactly what they’ve become.  No model is easier for your employees than 

just saving every message they send (forever!) and then dragging and dropping 

each important inbound E-Mail to a folder where it can be later found when 

needed.  This is done regardless of whether each E-Mail message contains a few 

lines of text or attachments totaling tens of megabytes. 

 

This works just great for employees until they get a call from the E-Mail system 

administrator telling them they’ve used all their allocated space. 

 

The problem is the employee often hasn’t been prepared for this event and, 

because the problem has to be dealt with today a solution is enforced (e.g. 

archiving older messages to the employee’s local computer drive) that causes both 

the employee and the IT support staff even more grief in the longer term. 

   

Our recommendation is to either determine and communicate appropriate E-Mail 

storage limits or make an informed decision of the costs to your organization if 

you want to like to have extremely high limits (this isn’t as expensive as you 

might think).  Then prepare all users of the E-Mail system with the right 

expectations and knowledge to deal with the limits you have imposed. 
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5.  Develop an Archiving Strategy 

 

While the options differ based on whether your E-Mail system is Cloud-based or 

on-premise, many organizations today have found it desirable (or a legal 

requirement) to implement an E-Mail archiving solution. 

 

These solutions may be used to address Topic #4 - “Storage Sprawl”, or they may 

be driven by compliance requirements to track every E-Mail that flows between 

your business and outside parties.  Some organizations will also choose to 

implement an archiving system that tracks the E-Mail sent between their own 

employees. 

 

The requirements for an archiving system can vary vastly based on your exact 

needs.  Some organizations will need advanced features, such as controlling “legal 

holds” to prohibit deletion of E-mail that can constitute evidence. 

 

Cloud providers offer a selection of archiving solutions that can be paired with 

their E-Mail offerings.  If you choose an on-premise deployment model you will 

have a number of candidate solutions from which to select.  

 

6. Have a Plan for Mobile Devices 

 

Mobile devices, whether smart phones or tablets, are replacing the traditional 

computing model of desktop and notebook computers at a fast pace.  Because of 

this, it’s important that you plan for access for a wide variety of these devices. 

 

Your traveling employees will expect to have consistent synchronizing of inbound 

E-Mail between multiple devices, the ability to categorize mail in folders on the 

mobile device, and will also need access to your corporate contact directory as 

well as their own personal contacts. 

 

Most E-Mail solutions provide these basic features.  However, if you’re planning 

on implementing an archiving solution it’s important to make sure it is accessible 

from the mobile devices as well. 
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Conclusion 

 

Careful management of your E-Mail can facilitate quality communication with your 

customers and business partners, enhance employee productivity, and reduce platform 

costs.  

 

Poorly overseen E-Mail systems have the potential to seriously disrupt your business at an 

inopportune time and require costly remediation.  We encourage you to evaluate this key 

application in light of your specific business requirements and make sure the emphasis 

placed on it is commensurate with its importance to your organization.  
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Technology Topics is a series of communications by Mike Davidson for clients and 

friends of OnCourse Technology Group, LLC.  To be placed on our mailing list, please 

visit our website at www.OnCourseGroup.net or e-mail us at info@oncoursegroup.net. 

 

About OnCourse Technology Group - Headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama, we 

provide consulting services for businesses seeking to improve operations and profitability 

through the application of Information Technology.  Our goal is to become the trusted 

advisor to our clients in all matters relating to the usage of technology products.  Our 

services include strategic planning, software selection, and implementation project 

management for a wide range of businesses. 

 

About Mike Davidson – As founder of OnCourse Technology Group, Mike has over 25 

years experience bringing value to business through the implementation of Information 

Technology. His specialties include strategic planning, IT project management, business 

application strategies, business process design, IT infrastructure design, IT organization 

design, IT staff development, and vendor management.  Mike may be contacted at 

mike@OnCourseGroup.net. 
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